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Mega tekstil, d.o.o., a company from Slovenska Bistrica, with the trademark MEGAMOBIL, introduces 
itself to the Slovenian market as a young company with a lot of knowledge, experience and expertise in the 
caravaning industry. 

We strive towards custom solutions so you can feel at home while traveling. The redesigned MEGAMOBIL 
vans are exciting holiday vehicles with an advanced design and are custom made according to your wishes to 
transform mobility, travel, roaming and camping into an experience. We want to raise caravaning in Slovenia 
to a new level, win over many new fans and provide high quality products and services to our existing fans.

Our story, 
your experience
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MEGA CLASSIC 600

Compact and articulated but still with everything needed to conquer the world. With a length of 5.98 m, the MEGACLASSIC 600 represents the 
golden middle-range in MEGA caravans. However, when it comes to convenience and storage space, the MEGACLASSIC-600, with its intelligently 
designed interior makes no compromises. You could hardly wish for more!
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600MEGACLASSIC
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Our classic model. A compact and maneuverable vehicle which is not only an ideal travel companion for 2 or 3 people but also ideal in every-day life, due to its length of 5.99m. The 
well-planned kitchen and comfortable seating area make it particularly inviting, and the cosy LATOFLEX system transverse bed ensures a solid night’s sleep. A unique and patented 
comfortable bathroom, and a great place to store your things and supplies perfectly complement this caravan. Even this, our smallest, caravan (lengthwise) has the same quality 
standards as all of our models.
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Basic version - color CPL oak Bardolino.

Comfortable seating for a pleasant get-together for up to 4 people.

Every storage space is important.

Larege bathroom – simple, yet spacious.

Two-burner stove and 90l refrigerator.
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Vehicle information
Wheelbase 4035 mm
Length 5998 mm
Width (external) 2050 mm
Height (external) 2580 mm

Fresh water 90 l
Waste water 100 l 
Gas 2 x 11 kg

Weight 2985 kg 
Total Weight 3500 kg
Seating 4

Sleeps 3
Bed in the front 1910 x 1400 mm
Bed in the rear 1800 x 900 mm

Royal Sleeping - large and comfortable sleeping area. With the LATTOFLEX system you can fold up the bed to optimize storage space in the garage.

600MEGACLASSIC
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MEGA SPORT 640

The new versatile MEGASPORT 640 camping caravan offers everything you need to fulfill your desires. It is an ideal starting point for various sporting activities 
or to live surrounded by nature. If you just want to take a break, the MEGASPORT-640 will take you wherever you want. It is a caravan for people who know 
exactly what they want!
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640MEGASPORT
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The MEGA SPORT 640 is an extremely comfortable and versatile motor-home with particularly large transverse beds. It is ideal for vacationers who do not want to give up the 
comfort of sleep, and appreciate the luxury of their own PREMIUM bathroom. The folding LATOFLEX system in the sleeping area offers even greater luggage storage space, 
and even greater flexibility for sports and other equipment. The smart layout offers plenty of extra storage space for you to store all your belongings.
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Basic version - color CPL oak Halifax.

Dinette: Spacious, elegant, cozy.

Large bathroom - separate shower and wash mixer.

Kitchen area with fridge and lots of storage space.
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Vehicle information
Wheelbase 4035 mm
Length 6360 mm
Width (external) 2050  mm
Height (external) 2660 mm

Fresh water  90 l
Waste water 100 l 
Gas 2 x 11 kg

Weight 3105 kg 
Total Weight 3500 kg
Seating 4

Comfortable sleeping - large double bed in the back.

640MEGASPORT

Sleeps 3
Bed in the rear 1800 x 900 mm 
Bed in the front 1780 x 1910 mm / 2010 mm
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MEGA REVOLUTION 640

Here the revolution is in the details. You can expect maximum flexibility on a 636 cm vehicle length. This vehicle is full of technical finesse paired with the 
above-average premium manufacturing quality and the great standard equipment from MEGAMOBIL. There is also the option of integrating another sleeping 
surface. This means that the MEGA REVOLUTION 640 is not just a transport miracle, but can also become a real 4-person motor-home for the whole family.
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640

MEGAREVOLUTION
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The fold-away bed offers flexibility and unimaginable options. No need for careful planning when traveling as spontaneous decisions are finally possible instead. Even if you store bikes, 
motorcycles or sports equipment in the rear storage space, and you can’t lower the bed to the lower level, there is plenty of room to sleep higher due to the high H3 roof. The option of a 
second bed at the rear finally provides families with enough places to sleep in a classic van. Another revolutionary element in the vehicle is the functional bathroom which finally offers the 
luxury of having a shower without assembling, repositioning or making alterations, and without limiting the space in the vehicle. This patented bathroom is newly integrated into every 
model of the Mega Mobil series. As simple as a custom-made dream. Particularly comfortable seat cushions and a well-planned kitchen of the highest quality are the perfect additions to 
this motor-home.
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Basic version - color CPL Driftwood.

Dining room / Dinette: Heated dining room with extendable table.

Large bathroom with patented shower enclosure.

Limitless functionality.
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Vehicle information
Wheelbase 4035 mm
Length 6360 mm
Width (external) 2050 mm
Height (external) 2910 mm

Fresh water  90 l
Waste water 100 l 
Gas 2 x 11 kg

Weight 3185 kg 
Total Weight 3500 kg
Seating 4
Sleeps 4

Bed in the rear 1800 x 900 mm 
Bed in the front 1950 mm/ 1780 mm x 1910 mm
Bed in the front - extra 1950 mm/1780 mm x 1400 mm

Just take your bikes or scooter with you on your trip. Create a comfortable storage space.The electrically height-adjustable bed can be adjusted with 
the two serial control units from either the front or rear.

640MEGAREVOLUTION
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Paintwork

Vehicles

Aluminium Grey Metallic Metallic Iron Gray

Standard Imperial Blue Standard Polar White Standard Sun Yellow Standard Titian Red

Metallic Golden White Metallic Graphite Gray Metallic Lago Blue

Metallic Profondo Red

Metallic Paintwork >

Standard Paintwork>
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Furniture colors

Countertops colors

Textile colors

Floor colors

Light Gray

Havana
39

Nairobi
15

Havana
390

Nairobi
39 A

Johanesburg
201

Nairobi
39

Johanesburg
1966

Nairobi
47

Jungle
04

Nairobi
1966

Jungle
06

Porto
05

Kairo
05

Porto
25

Kairo
201

Porto
1966

Kairo
1566

Quito
08

Lagos
803

Renna
25

Mexico
08

Renna
32

Mexico
803

Renna
50

Dark Gray Creamy Beige Alpine White Rough-sawn 
Gray Oak

Oak Massive 
Smoke

Rough-sawn 
Brown Oak

Brown Kansas 
Oak

Chromix 
Silver

Driftwood Oak
Bardolino

Natural oak 
Halifax

Graphite 
Gray

Graphite 
Gray

Hacienda 
White

Magnolia 
Metallic
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MEGA RE-AKTIV 680

Among the first motor-homes in its class built on the Volkswagen Crafter or MAN TGE chassis, MEGA MOBIL represents a whole new era of 
high-end travel. Now with four-wheel drive and other enhancements, MEGA MOBIL continues to raise the level of caravaning in Europe. The 
well-planned RE-AKTIV floor plan offers various seating, sleeping, bathing, and cooking options by featuring top interior designs, luxurious 
SAHARALINE® equipment, and LED technology. 
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680MEGARE-AKTIV
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This complete recreational vehicle features stainless steel appliances and a fridge with a compressor for optimum cooling. There are options of an awning, LED lighting, 
and an expandable solar energy system outside that helps maintain energy flow, even when you’re not connected to a power grid. 
Travel in style and camp luxuriously: See the world in your MEGA RE-AKTIV.
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Grundausführung - Farbe CPL Eiche Natur Halifax

Optimale Sitzkonfiguration mit ausziehbarer Sitzeinheit für noch mehr Komfort.

Intelligente Anordnung für sorglose Anwendung.

Funktionelle Küche mit geräumigen Schränken und Schubläden.

Basic version - color CPL natural oak Halifax.

Optimal seat configuration with extendable seat unit for even more comfort.

Intelligent arrangement for carefree use.

Functional kitchen with spacious cupboards and drawers.
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Vehicle information
Wheelbase  4490 mm
Length 6836 mm
Width (external)  2040  mm
Height (external)  2590 mm

Fresh water  90 l
Waste water 100 l 
Gas 2 x 11 kg

Weight 3005 kg 
Total Weight 3500 kg
Seating 4

Seating 4
Beds at the rear 1800 x 900 mm 
Beds at the front 1950 mm/ 1780 mm x 1910 mm

Variabler Laderaum dank stufenlos 
elektrischverstellbarem Vario-Bett.

Fahrräder oder den Motorroller können Sie 
einfach in IhremFahrzeug aufbewahren.

Zwei Serialmäßige Bedieneinheiten ermöglichen einen 
komfortablen Zugang zur Kontrolleinheit.

Vehicle information
Wheelbase 4490 mm
Length 6836 mm
Width (external) 2040  mm
Height (external) 2590 mm

Fresh water  90 l
Waste water 100 l 
Gas 2 x 11 kg

Weight 3005 kg 
Total Weight 3500 kg
Seating 4

Sleeps 4
Bed in the rear 1800 mm x 900 mm 
Bed in the front 1950 mm/ 1780 mm x 1910 mm

Variable load space thanks to the continuously 
electrically adjustable Vario bed.

Bicycles or scooters can be easily stored 
in your vehicle.

Adjustable space. 

680MEGARE-AKTIV
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MEGAVARIO AKTIV 680

MEGA VARIO AKTIV 680 - Designed on the MAN TGE or VW CRAFTER chassis, with a sleek style and advanced features to create a recreational 
vehicle layout tailored for an elite travel experience. The floor plan of our vehicle uses every inch of the van, from the two Captain-Chair seats in the 
front and the pull-out bench in the back, to the kitchen with a luxurious fridge and top level equipment as standard.
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680

MEGAVARIO AKTIV
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Every centimeter is used in the floor plan of our vehicles, from two captain’s chairs in the front and a pull-out bench in the back, to the kitchen with a magnificent refrigerator and 
unsurpassed levels of equipment. Then there is a top quality double bed in the back, which can be converted into two single beds with stairs for easier access. Real luxury on your 
travels, MEGA VARIO AKTIV 680, is just one way in which MEGA MOBIL helps travelers to enjoy the freedom that can only be found on the open road.
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Basic version - color CPL oak Halifax.

The dining area with an extendable table complements the kitchen perfectly.

The spacious bathroom leaves nothing to be 
desired and offers twice the storage space.

Lots of dishes and cooking utensils can be 
stored in the extremely deep drawers.
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Vehicle information
Wheelbase 4490 mm
Length 6836 mm
Width (external) 2040 mm
Height (external) 2590 mm

Fresh water  90 l
Waste water 100 l 
Gas 2 x 11 kg

Weight 3005 kg 
Total Weight 3500 kg
Seating 4

Sleeps 4
Bed in the rear 1800 mm x 900 mm 
Bed in the front 1950 mm/ 1780 mm x 1910 mm

Comfortable single beds for a comfortable rest.You have the choice - a comfortable double bed or single  
beds for a good night’s sleep and even more space in the vehicle.

680MEGAVARIO AKTIV
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Paintwork

Vehicles

Metallic Deep Black - 
pearl effect

Metallic Indium Gray Metallic Reflex Silver

Metallic Paintwork >

Standard Ontario Green Standard Candy White Standard Deep Ocean Blue Standard Cherry Red Standard Bright Orange

Standard Paintwork>
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Furniture colors

Countertops colors

Textile colors

Floor colors

Light Gray

Havana
39

Nairobi
15

Havana
390

Nairobi
39 A

Johanesburg
201

Nairobi
39

Johanesburg
1966

Nairobi
47

Jungle
04

Nairobi
1966

Jungle
06

Porto
05

Kairo
05

Porto
25

Kairo
201

Porto
1966

Kairo
1566

Quito
08

Lagos
803

Renna
25

Mexico
08

Renna
32

Mexico
803

Renna
50

Dark Gray Creamy Beige Alpine White Rough-sawn 
Gray Oak

Oak Massive 
Smoke

Rough-sawn 
Brown Oak

Brown Kansas 
Oak

Chromix 
Silver

Driftwood Oak
Bardolino

Natural oak 
Halifax

Graphite 
Gray

Graphite 
Gray

Hacienda 
White

Magnolia 
Metallic
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MEGA RE-AKTIV 700

Luxurious, efficient and easy to maneuver. You will love our RE-AKTIV 700, which is built on a Mercedes-Benz Sprinter panel van.
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700MEGA RE-AKTIV
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The MEGA MOBIL upgrade and the new Sprinter combined are the motor-homes and recreational vehicles for everyone who wants to go on a spontaneous and stylish adventure 
tour - without sacrificing agility and driving comfort. With a feel-good interior and technical features, you can take our motor-homes to your dream destinations in a relaxed 
manner or it can be transformed into a mobile office in just a few simple steps.
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Basic version - color CPL oak Halifax.

The dining area with an extendable table complements the kitchen perfectly.

Lots of dishes and cooking utensils can 
be stored in the extremely deep drawers.
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Storage space cannot be replaced by anything except for more 
storage space - with the optional transverse cabinet at the rear.

You have the choice - a comfortable double bed or single beds 
for a good night’s sleep and even more space in the vehicle.

Vehicle information
Wheelbase 4325 mm
Length 6967 mm
Width (external) 2020 mm
Height (external) 2646 mm

Fresh water  90 l
Waste water 100 l 
Gas 1 x 11 kg

Weight 3300 kg 
Total Weight 4100 kg
Seating 4

Sleeps 2+1
Bed in the rear 1800 mm x 900 mm 
Bed in the front 2200 mm x 1710 mm

700MEGARE-AKTIV
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Paintwork

Vehicles

Aluminium Cavansite Blue Metallic Tenorite Gray Metallic Obsidian BlackMetallic Selenite Grau Metallic Iridium Gray

Metallic Paintwork >

Standard Jupiter Red Standard Blue-Gray Serial Arctic White Serial Iron blue

Standard Paintwork>
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Furniture colors

Countertops colors

Textile colors

Floor colors

Light Gray

Havana
39

Nairobi
15

Havana
390

Nairobi
39 A

Johanesburg
201

Nairobi
39

Johanesburg
1966

Nairobi
47

Jungle
04

Nairobi
1966

Jungle
06

Porto
05

Kairo
05

Porto
25

Kairo
201

Porto
1966

Kairo
1566

Quito
08

Lagos
803

Renna
25

Mexico
08

Renna
32

Mexico
803

Renna
50

Dark Gray Creamy Beige Alpine White Rough-sawn 
Gray Oak

Oak Massive 
Smoke

Rough-sawn 
Brown Oak

Brown Kansas 
Oak

Chromix 
Silver

Driftwood Oak
Bardolino

Natural oak 
Halifax

Graphite 
Gray

Graphite 
Gray

Hacienda 
White

Magnolia 
Metallic
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MEGA MOBIL partner:

The catalog is for illustrative purposes only. Photos in this catalog 
may show some elements that are not standard, or products that are 
only offered in certain markets. The products may have technical or 
commercial changes due to other regulations. Misprints and errors are 
reserved. Please contact your selected retailer for detailed information 
before purchasing.

Mega Mobil® - Reisemobile
MEGA TEKSTIL d.o.o
Kolodvorska ulica 31b
2310 Slovenska Bistrica
Slovenia

TEL: +386 (0)2 80 50 415
MOBIL: +386 (0)41 627 756
MOBIL: +386 (0)40 665 437
EMAIL: info@megamobil.si

Facebook/podjetjeMEGAMOBIL

www.mega-mobil.eu

Instagram/megamobil.si


